• The Loanable Funds Model -Postulated Credit Process Intermediation = Physical Trading of Real Resources -Banks collect a deposit of real resources (goods or capital) from a saver.
-Banks lend those existing goods to another agent, the borrower.
-Deposits in this model are an input.
-Money in this model is held as a store of value.
-Rapid changes in credit: Switching of "savings", dis-/re-intermediation.
• The Financing Model -Actual Credit Process Financing = Digital Creation of Monetary Purchasing Power -Banks make a loan of money to agent X. -Banks credit new money to the deposit account of the same agent X.
-Deposits in this model are an output.
-Money in this model is held as a medium of exchange.
-Rapid changes in credit: Changes in gross balance sheet positions.
• This financing process is a fact, not a theory that needs to be proved. · Not savings, and not reserves.
Intermediation of Loanable Funds Model

Financing Through Money Creation Model
· Only bank and borrower optimality.
The "Deposit Multiplier" is a Myth
• Deposit Multiplier:
-Central bank fixes narrow money first.
-Broad money is a function of narrow money.
• Kydland and Prescott (1990) showed that the actual monetary transmission mechanism works in the opposite direction.
-Broad money leads the cycle.
-Narrow money (M0) lags the cycle.
• This is obvious under Inflation Targeting:
-If you control a price (the interest rate), ...
-then you have to let quantities (reserves) adjust.
Understanding Banks: Conclusions
• Transmission starts with loan creation = deposit creation, and ends with reserve creation.
• Alan Holmes, Vice President of the New York Federal Reserve, 1969:
In the real world, banks extend credit, creating deposits in the process, and look for the reserves later.
• Two Models: One loanable funds and one financing model.
• Except for the loanable funds -financing difference, models are identical:
-New Keynesian monetary models.
-Identical preferences, technologies, endowments.
-Identical deterministic steady states.
• We are therefore, as much as possible, comparing apples with apples.
Models 1-2: Budget Constraints
• Budget Constraints in Model 1: -More importantly: Credit to HH themselves collapsed even more.
-HH cannot switch to bond or equity financing.
-Reallocation of HH loanable funds from banks to markets is therefore almost completely irrelevant in practice.
-What matters is changes in bank gross positions.
Corporate Financing: The Contribution of Households
